ABSTRACT. We extend a result of Herstein co,cerning a derivation d on a prime ring R satisfying [d(x),d(y)] 0 for all x,y R, to the case of semiprime rings. An extension of this result is proved for a two-sided ideal but is shown to be not true for a one-sided ideal. Some of our recent results dealing with U*-and U**-derivations on a prime ring are extended to semiprime rings. Finally, we obtain a result on semiprime rings for which d(xy) d(yx) for all x,y in some ideal U.
1.

EWTRODUCTION
In his note on derivations, Herstein [1] showed that if a prime ring R of characteristic not 2 admits a nonzero derivation d such that [d(x),d(y)] 0 for all x,y in R, then R is commutative. Here, we give an easy but elegant extension of this result in the case when R is semiprime. Moreover, by making use of a more recent result of Bell and Martindale [2] , we can get a more general theorem for a semiprime ring, which requires the condition [d(x),d(y)] 0 to hold only on some ideal of R.
We notice that a one-sided ideal would not work in this new theorem, the example given by Bell and Daif [3] is a counter-example.
Recently, Bell and Daif [3] introduced the notions of U*-and U**-derivations d on a prime ring R, where U is a nonzero right ideal of R. If 
. This result yielded a result of Bell and Kappe [4] . We also studied derivations d satisfying d(xy) d(yx) for all x,y U. For formal reasons, we call d a U***-derivation if it satisfies this condition. In this note, we extend these results to the semiprime case. We will show for a nonzero U*-or U**-derivation d that d(U) centralizes [U,U]. In the event that U is a two-sided ideal, we show that R contains a nonzero central ideal. The same conclusion is obtained when R admits a U***-derivation which is nonzero on U.
For the ring R, Z will denote the center of Ih For elements x,y R, the commutator xy yx will be written as Ix,y]; and for a subset U of R, the set of all commutators of elements of U will be written as [ EXTENDING RESULTS ON U*-AND U**-DERIVATIONS PROOF. The condition that d is a U*-derivation yields
for all x,y U. Proceeding exactly as in [3] , we see that
Since R is semiprime, it must have a family ivy:^} of prime ideals such that P {0}. Let P be a typical one of these. By (3.2) we see that for each x U, either [d(x),x]U _ P or d(x) + d (x) P. We now use the kind of argument employed in the proof of Theorem 2.2, in effect performing the calculations of [3] modulo P; we arrive at the conclusion that
In the first case, we can again employ the argument of [3] 
